LATINX PODCASTS

**Tres Cuentos Bilingual Podcast**
A bilingual podcast dedicated to the diverse narratives of Latin America.

**Palabras Bravas**
A podcast for intermediate to advanced Spanish language learners looking for a place to master Spanish.

**Latino USA** (NPR)
With Maria Hinojosa, check out this Latino-focused program, the longest running on U.S. public media.

**Latinos who Lunch**
Favyfav and Babelito engage in conversations about everything from pop culture to art and identity politics.

**In the Thick with Maria and Julio**
Journalists of color tell you what you’re missing from the mainstream news with conversations about race, identity, and politics few people are discussing or want to discuss.

**Latina to Latina**
Alicia Menendez and her guests take on the challenges of existing, and then thriving, as Latinas.

**Locadora Radio** [A Radiophonic Novela]
An independent multimedia production company committed to archiving and celebrating the brilliance of womxn of color through podcasting, film making, educational workshops, and live events.

**alt.Latino** (NPR)
NPR Music’s program dedicated to Latin Alternative music and rock in Spanish is hosted by Felix Contreras.

**Tamarindo**
A lighthearted show where hosts discuss politics, pop culture, and how to balance it all con calma, hosted by Brenda Gonzalez and Ana Sheila Victorino.
**Wait, Hold Up!**
A lifestyle podcast where Yarel Ramos and Jessica Molina talk careers, spirituality, self-care, personal improvement and so much more!

**Latinos Out Loud**
A weekly podcast hosted by sketch comedians with each episode presenting listeners with a slew of funny voices, jokes on everything from our personal lives to pop culture, uplifting and empowering stories, and more.

**Radio Ambulante (NPR)**
An NPR podcast that tells uniquely Latin American stories.

**Latina Theory**
Midwest Latinx Maria Isa & Jessica Lopez Lyman cover everything from current events, race, and gender to edutainment, chisme y música, all in one Spanglish podcast.

**Beat Latino**
A podcast that celebrates a different facet of the extraordinary diversity of the Latin & Latino musical universe.